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Global Women Entrepreneurs Trade Fair and Investment Forum is a biennial

international event staged in tum by members of the African Federation of Women

Entrepreneurs (AFWE) to promote intra-African and inter-continental trade and to

enhance the involvement of women entrepreneurs in international trade.

The First Global Women Entrepreneurs Trade Fair and Investment Forum

was held in Accra, Ghana, from 26 June to 3 July 1998.

The Second Global Women Entrepreneurs Trade Fair and Investment Forum

organized by AFWE and hosted by the Ethiopian Women Entrepreneurs Association

(EWEA) was held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, from 15-23 October 1998. The second

component of the event that is the Investment Forum was held simultaneously from

20-23 October 1998.

With the overall theme of "Credit and Private Direct Investment: For the

Enhancement of Women Entrepreneurs Participation in the Global Economy", the

objective of the Second Global Entrepreneurs Investment Forum was to increase the

contribution of women entrepreneurs to African industrialisation and at the same

time to attract foreign direct investment to Africa.

Within the broad theme, eight sub-themes which covered issues of finance

and credit, infrastructure, technology and information, governments' regulatory

systems and co-operation frameworks were focused upon.

The Second Global Women Entrepreneurs Investment Forum was attended

by participants from Cameroon, Cote D'Ivoire, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea,

Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone,

Sudan, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, USA and Zambia. The Investment Forum was also
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attended by representatives of Common Market

(COMESA), Enterprise Africa, International

far Eastern and Southern Africa,.
Labour Organization (1LO),
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International Trade Centre (ITC), Organization of African Unity (OAUlAEC),

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA), United Nations

Development Programme (UNDP), United Nations Industrial Development

Organization (UNIDO), United Nations Fund for Women (UNIFEM), and the World

Bank.

Ethiopian government institutions, NGO's and Embassies in Ethiopia also

participated in the Investment Forum. The list of participants is attached as

Appendix A.

The Second Global Women Entrepreneurs Investment Forum was officially

opened by Hon. Wlo Almaz Meko, Speaker of the House of Federation, Federal

Democratic Republic of Ethiopia (FDRE). The opening ceremony was chaired by

H.E. Wlo Tadelech Haile Mikael, Minister in Charge of Women Affairs in the Prime

Minister's Office (FDRE).

In her welcoming address, Wlo Yeshimebet Tessema, President of the

Ethiopian Women Entrepreneurs Association (EWEA), on behalf of the national co

ordinating committee, welcomed all participants to the Investment Forum.

In her statement, Wlo Yeshimebet expressed the Investment Forum as a

historic event because it marked the second anniversary of the Global Investment

Forum in Africa that has been a move towards integrating women in Africa's

development endeavours.

In her concluding remark she thanked all those directly and indirectly

involved in making the Investment Forum a success.

Mrs. Lucia Quachey, Secretary General of AFWE, on behalf of the Global

Co-ordinating Committee expressed her heartfelt appreciation and thanks to all
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international and lJN organisations as well as the GAUIAEC for their support and- ,.
assistance towards the preparation of the Second Global Women Entrepreneurs

Investment Forum.

Mrs. Quachey further explained the objective of the Forum as being a means

by which women entrepreneurs could address development issues of their concern to

national governments and the international community as well as to those involved in

Africa's future.

The Secretary General of AFWE concluded by saying that this Investment

Forum was a further step to realize the goals set for women's participation in

development.

Mrs. Aisha Inok Bakari, President of AFWE in her statement indicated that

the gathering would help all women entrepreneurs to discuss the common problems

of poverty and to focus on finding the right solutions to these problems. While

stressing on the need for an environment of peace, she called upon African leaders to

work for reconciliation within own boundaries, reconciliation with neighbours and

reconciliation with global societies.

She also pointed out that women entrepreneurs should work hard to mobilize

resources for enhancing their productive capacity and improving the marketability of

their products. She further stated that women entrepreneurs should demonstrate to

the youth the commercial potentials of their arts and crafts so that their heritages are

not lost and with that a new generation of entrepreneurs who could improve on the

identified goals is created.

Mr. David Tommy, UNIDO Country Representative to Ethiopia expressed

his profound gratitude to EWEA and AFWE not only for inviting UNIDO to

participate but more importantly for allowing UNIDO to co-sponsor the event.

He later pointed out that women entrepreneurship and SME, as significant

agents of economic growth and social progress have become essential components in

the industrial development strategies of most countries.
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Finally, he reiterated UNIDO' s commitment-to women in development and,.
the empowering of women, and indicated that within its new structure and business

plan, UNIDO has identified assistance to women development as one of its main

service modules.

Mme. Josephine Ouedraogo, Director, African Centre for Women of ECA

while addressing the gathering, pointed out that the issue of economic empowerment

is of the highest priority to the ECA

She further noted the recognition that each African country has provided to

the private sector as a pivotal role in fuelling growth and stimulating development.

In this regard, she indicated that private sector development is one of the key areas

prioritized in the context ofECA's recent restructuring exercise.

In her concluding remarks, Mme. Ouedraogo stated that the Women

Entrepreneurs Investment Forum taking place for the second time is part of the far

reaching strategic process which aims at enhancing the contribution of women to

Africa's economic development.

In her official opening statement, Hon. Wlo Almaz Meko, congratulated the

organizers of the Investment Forum for creating the necessary conditions by which

women entrepreneurs could draw the attention of national governments and the

international community at large to the issue of economic empowerment of women

for the sustainable development of Africa.

Hon. Almaz Meko also pointed out her government's full commitment

towards private sector development with special emphasis on women

entrepreneurship development. She further explained the conducive environment

that the govemment has created to provide women the opportunity to playa greater

role in the economic development efforts of the country.

In her concluding remark, she expressed her conviction that the Investment

Forum would come up with concrete and implementable recommendations at

national, regional and international levels and once again assured the gathering that

•
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her government would support all efforts to enhance women entrepreneurship,.
development

Mme. Mariette Moulongo Bissene, Vice President of the Cameroon

Association of Women Entrepreneurs on behalf of participants gave a vote of thanks

in expressing appreciation to the Ethiopian Government, the organizers and co

organizers of the Investment Forum for their remarkable efforts in making the Forum

a success. She also underscored the fact that women entrepreneurs in Africa have to

prove the importance of their contribution to Africa's economic development.

V. P[eii~rYSessions.:tlld·WoJ:ikingGrollps

The eight sub-themes were presented in seven plenary sessions followed by

participatory interactions and discussions at working group levels.

Main points of the presentations and discussions, and the recommendations

made under each of the sub-themes are presented as follows:

Sub-theme: Private Direct Investment in Africa: The Role of Women Entrepreneurs

Chairperson: Wlo Mary Tadesse, Former Chief of ACWfECA, Member of the US-based

Global Trade Fair Steering Committee

Wlo Mulu Solomon, Manager ALMETA Ethiopia

Ato Bekele Haile, Ethiopian Investment Authority

o Enhancement of Private Direct Investment: The Ethiopian Perspectives

Ms. Chuma Mkandawire, ILO

o ILO's work in Enterprise Development

Wlo Nigist Haile, Ministry of Trade and Industry, Ethiopia

o Women in Micro & Small Enterprises (MSEs) Sector in Ethiopia and the

MSEs Development Strategy

Wlo Netsanet Mengistu, Executive Director, PROGYNIST, Ethiopia

o The Voice for the Voiceless

•
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Ato Bekele Haile, during his presentation indicated that Ethiopia has created an

investment friendly political environment, and the economy of the country has been growing

at a rate of 7% for the last six years. He also mentioned that the Ethiopian investment code

has been revised twice to meet the changing needs. Despite all these, Ethiopian women's

share is only 12% of the total approved investment projects.

Ms. Chuma of the ILO highlighted the assistance being provided by ILO to empower

women entrepreneurs and further indicated that women entrepreneurs could approach ILO

for similar assistance.

W/o Nigist Haile in her presentation stated that women make up more than 65% of

the informal sector in Ethiopia. Identified problems related to the sector were pointed out in

the areas of finance/credit, market and information, socio-cultural values and education and

training. The development strategy suggested includes finding out women's needs,

identifying areas of priorities and providing the necessary support.

W/o Netsanet's presentation mainly emphasized on the need of creating enabling

environment for women entrepreneurship development with the required support at the

national, regional and international levels.

After fruitful deliberations on the sub-theme and the respective topics presented, the

following recommendations were made to be implemented at the national level:

Peace and Stability

Governments should ensure political stability and work towards peaceful resolutions

of conflicts.

Credit and Finance

• Recognize credit as a fundamental human right and facilitate and promote access to

finance

•
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• Provide credit facilities with less stringent terms and conditions with particular emphasis,.
on collateral requirement

• Provide information on available financial and credit facilities

• Assess the possibilities of exempting women-owned factories from special taxes

• Assist in the formulation ofprojects to enable accessing finance from banks.

Technology, Information and Marketing

• Promote new technology programmes to enhance productivity

• Facilitate access to appropriate technology

• Establish Technology database

• Ensure adequate time management

• Establish a market information centre

• Establish mechanisms to promote products locally and globally

• Integrate the mass media and encourage their market inducement programmes

• Assist in improving the quality of packaging materials as well as raw materials

• Promote Intra-African trade

Business Start-ups

• Create an enabling legal framework

• Promote the creation of new businesses and assist in the start-up

, • Provide the necessary and basic educational skills for business start-up
. '

Remove socio-cultural barriers to factors of production•
• Extend the creation of new businesses to rural areas

• • Facilitate the acquisition of land at affordable prices •
• Ensure the inclusion of women's programmes in the national development plans

•
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Sub-theme: Youth Entrepreneurship and Unemployment

Chairperson: Ato Kibur Genna, President, Addis Ababa Chambers of Commerce

Rapporteur: W/o Achamylesh Ashenafi, Ethiopia

Panellists: Ato Asheber Aberra, Managing Director, Alpha-Omega

Consults International Ethiopia

W/o Zenebework Bisrat, Catholic Relief Services, Ethiopia

o Developing Quality and Productivity Culture

Professor Johannes Kinfu, Professor Accounting and Economic, Faculty of

Business and Economics, Addis Ababa University

o Sell Ethiopian, Buy Ethiopian: The Need for Attitudinal Change.

The first two panellists outlined the development of entrepreneurship in Ethiopia

especially after the 1908 decree that provided respect to artisans, traders and all those

engaged in entrepreneurial activities. Problems related to women entrepreneurship

development were identified as lack of capital and entrepreneurial skills.

Professor Johannes in his presentation identified the producers/seller, the product and

the customer as critical issues in entrepreneurial endeavours. Buying imported goods with

unreliable sustainability was raised as deterrent to buying and selling locally produced

goods. It was suggested that training and institutional support to change attitude would be

the most important elements.

In this connection it was indicated that customs procedures, government

bureaucracies and related bottlenecks should be improved to sell local goods abroad,

specially when selling goods to visitors. •
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Sub-theme:

Chairperson:

Rapporteur:

Panellists:

Youth Entrepreneurship and Unemployment

Wlo Tirsit Agonafer, Vice President Human Resources and Property

Management, Commercial Bank of Ethiopia

Wlo Hanna Yimer, Ethiopia

Wlo Tsehay Tsegaye, General Manager, Specialized

Financial and Promotional Institution

o Financial Supports: The Missing Link in Entrepreneurial

Development in the Informal Productive Sector.

Wlo Hadia H. Gonji, Managing Director, Hadia Trading Enterprises

o Sharing of Experiences
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The first presentation on financial supports categorized financial institutions into

informal, semi-formal and formal. It was also indicated that women entrepreneurs' initial

capital in most of the cases has been secured from relatives and friends. The main focus of

the presentation was on the creation of appropriate environment by govemments, chambers

and international funding agencies for assisting women entrepreneurs in accessing funds.

W10 Hadia Gonji recounted how she started business in Ethiopia what problems she

encountered and how she overcame those constraints and problems. She explained how she

ventured into transport industry and succeeded. She further explained that though the 40%

of her workforce are women, three of these are senior managers who run her establishment.

She also assured the Forum that she would do her utmost to increase women employment in

her business.

Recommendations

The following recommendations were drawn regarding the promotion of youth

entrepreneurship in the light of creating more job opportunities for the young.

• Institutionalise creation offamily businesses

• Teach young entrepreneurs how to manage money and time productively

• Goods must be produced to meet the needs of the targeted groups

• Ensure sustainability of local supply
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Sub-theme: Franchising in Africa

Chairperson: Ms. Joyce Mapoma, Zambia

Rapporteur: Ms. Monica Evans Quayon, Ghana

Panellists: Mr. Nic Vander Jaagt, ILO

o Start and Improve Your Business and Franchising

Ms. Hamra Iman, Chief Executive, Peoples' Bank of Nigeria

o Challenges in Micro Financing in the Next Millennium

Mme. Rameline Karamga, Cameroon

o How to Access Funds

The presentation made by Mr. Nic Vander Jaagt of the ILO included a brief

introduction of the ILO Start and Improve Your Business Programme (SIYB) and the impact

it has had at various levels; the principle lessons learnt from its implementation in Africa

since 1982; and the concept of franchising and its potential for low-cost and low-risk job

creation in Africa.

While introducing SIYB, the presenter indicated that the programme has been

developed by the ILO to meet the needs of a suitable and practical management-training

programme for existing and potential small-scale entrepreneurs in developing countries and

countries in economic transition. The presenter also confirmed that the programme has been

highly suitable to the needs of many existing and potential entrepreneurs in the countries of

Africa.

In addressing the issue of linking the SIYB programme with the franchising concept,

the presenter pointed out franchising as an innovative way to combine many of the

advantages of a small enterprise and can be an effective tool for initiating new small

enterprises in developing countries.
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Ms. Hamra Iman presented the experience of the People's Bank of Nigeria in,.
relation to the challenges of micro financing in the next millenniwn. In the presentation

particular attention was given to the need of sensitizing policy-makers in Africa towards

evolving an agenda for poverty alleviation through economic empowerment of the under

privileged members of the African nations. In this regard, the need for accessible credit was

highly emphasized.

On the issue of credit accessibility, available funds in the form of micro, mediwn and

big credit were brought to the attention of the Forum by Mme. Ramline Karamga.

In her presentation, she indicated the possibilities of securing credit from the Export

Import Bank (EXIM Bank) with non-stringent terms and conditions.

Accordingly, funds currently available for micro-credit lending were said to be in the

range of US$50-5,000 at 5% interest with no collateral requirement and negotiable

repayment period. Medium credit lending of US$50,000-$1 ,000,000 and above for viable

projects with cash collateral amounting to 20-25% of the loan.

Detailed discussions and deliberations were made at the plenary and at the level of

the working groups and the following recommendations were made:

On Franchising at the National Level

• Collect and analyse statistical information on the nature, extent and conditions of

franchising in a given country.

• Conduct market surveys and other srudies, which can help in identifying local franchise

opportunities.

• Provide training on the basic principles of franchising to both existing and potential

franchisers and franchisees as well as more advanced training in such areas as preparing

feasibility studies.

• Train trainers to provide quality training of various aspects of franchising.

•
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• Provide specialized consultancy services to franchisers and franchisees on how to, '

franchise a business, how to conduct a detailed feasibility study for a franchise system,

how to evaluate a franchise opportunity and specialized advice on legal issues.

• Facilitate brokerage and linkage services between franchisers and potential franchisees.

• Establish and maintain linkages with overseas franchise sources such as well-established

franchise associations, franchise consultants and other specialists, for the sectors

recommended for franchising. (Educational and training programmes, health

programmes, food items, automotive products and services, entertainment and

recreation, fast-foods and restaurants, household services)

On Micro-Finance and Access to Funds at the National Level

Sensitize policy-makers in Africa towards evolving an agenda for poverty alleviation

through the economic empowerment of the under-privileged members of the African

population.

• Develop broad-based micro-entrepreneurship, which is one of the primary factors for the

sustainance of growth and development

• Adopt the initiatives of the People's Bank of Nigeria so that funds could be accessible to

grassroots operators and Nigeria should extend technical assistance to sister African

countries.
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• Provide seed funds for setting up institutions such as PBN with the PBN technical advice

and ministries of Women Affairs should take the responsibility to sensitize governments

to mobilize funds for these institutions.

Involve private sector participation in industrial development

Utilize all available resources through improved production, storage, preservation

processing, recycling, packaging and marketing.

Provide loans directly to people at ward levels with the capital needed to set up and run

cottage enterprises.

Provide opportunities for training ward-based business operations.
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At the Level of AFWE ,.

• AFWE should immediately set up a technical committee made up of member experts in

the areas of finance, business administration, insurance, accounting, economics, law and

other related disciplines in order to design a blue print for accessing funds locally and

internationally.

• AFWE should engage the services of Mme. Ramline Karamga of Cameroon to source

funds for its members.

• AFWE should create a revolving fund to be located at the African Development Bank or

at the African Centre for Women in the ECA.

• AFWE should formulate the terms and conditions under which AFWE members should

be able to access those funds at reasonable interest rates, convenient pay back periods

and identifiable and easy collateral, if any.

• The technical committee to be established (above) should immediately meet to agree on

the practical modalities of mobilizing those funds.

Sub-theme:

Chairperson:

Rapporteur:

Paper Presenter:

African industrialisation: The Role of Women Entrepreneurs

Mme. Ramatoulaye Sow, Guinea

Mme. Opportune Santos, Togo

Mrs. Lucia Quachey, Ghana

. .
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The Secretary General of AFWE, Mrs. Lucia Quachey, presented a paper on the sub

theme that emphasized on agro-industrial linkages for sustainable industrial development in

Africa. The presentation highlighted the necessary steps to be taken for Africa's

industrialization with agriculture serving as a basis for raw material supply. What is more,

the presentation identified the need for the creation of conducive environment for foreign

direct investment and at the same time for integrating women in the industrialization process

as well as in political decision making processes.
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The following recommendations were made at the plenary and group work

discussions:

At the National Level

o Ensure effective agricultural production in both food and raw materials to

sustain women entrepreneurs' activities in the sector.

o Provide reliable capital flow to support farming activities and for storage and

marketing of produce.

o Make available appropriate technology to process raw materials for local

consumption and for export.

o Ensure that technical know-how is maintained so that manufacturing processes

are not interrupted.

o Integrate women entrepreneurs In all areas of government programmes and

policies of industry and technology.

o Revamp the infra-structural facilities to effectively support industrialization in

the area of good road network, reliable telecommunication, power supply to

industry and smooth port handling procedures to enhance importation and

exportation.

At the Level of AFWE

o AFWE should organize more investment fora.

o AFWE should provide practical and useful information to its members.

o AFWE should take up the problem of transport and communication to the

African Regional Economic Communities.

o AFWE should work closely with the OAU/AEC, UNECA, the ADB and all

relevant institutions in order to ensure the implementation of the treaties of the

African Regional Economic Communities.

o AFWE should promote the production and consumption of African-made goods.

o AFWE should promote the use of the INTERNET to promote African

businesses.
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Sub-theme: African Economies and Globalization

Chairperson: Mme. Moloungo Bissene, Cameroon

Rapporteur: Wlo Yernatawork Haile, Ethiopia

Panellists: Ms. Yvonne Gorna, Zambia

o Women Entrepreneurs and changes in Regional and Global Trade.

Dr. (Mrs.) S.1. Muhammad, Director FSP, Nigeria

o Globalization and Privatization Process: What Strategies

for Women Entrepreneurs?

Mr. F. Alipui, OAU

o The Uruguay Round Agreements and Globalization:

The African Response.

The major and important highlights of the presentations were on the need for African

women entrepreneurs to familiarize themselves with the issues of globalization substantiated

by the provisions of the Uruguay Round Agreements so as to capture available opportunities

and ascertain the scope of the challenges. This' would allow entrepreneurs to re-organize

their production and marketing strategies for international competition and at the same time

. improve the qualities of their products to international standards through partnership among

themselves and with foreign partners.

Discussions and deliberations on the issue called for the efficient use of local

resources coupled with the creation of conducive environment for foreign direct investment

for meeting the challenges and technical requirements of the new world economic order.

At the National Level:

• Organize workshops to familiarize women entrepreneurs with the provisions of

the Uruguay Round Agreements and to identify business opportunities.

• Organize similar workshops on the successor to the Lome IV Convention.

• Organize workshops to create the new culture of doing business, including stock

exchanges.
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• Promote computer literacy among women entrepreneurs for the proper usage of,.
the INTERNET.
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• Create and strengthen networking with governments to identify, articulate.

negotiate and defend national and Africa's interest in international negotiations.- -

At the Sub-RegionaL Regional and International Levels

Request sub-regional organizations, COMESA, ECOWAS, SADC etc. to tailor

their training packages on regional and market integration to the needs of women

entrepreneurs especially in the enhancement of cross-border trade.

Request UNDP to make available resources under its project RAF/96/00l on

African Trade: "Capacity Building for trade and Development in Africa", to

assist the panel of African negotiators for the ACP-EU negotiations and those of

the World Trade Organization.

At the Level of AFWE

• Form sub-regional and regional chapters of AFWE and other professional

women bodies to work in close co-operation with the existing sub-regional and

regional inter-governmental organizations such as the ECOWAS, SADC,

COMESA, etc., to lobby governments and ensure implementation of treaties,

protocols and decisions of Regional Economic Communities.

• Request OAU/AEC to involve AFWE and other African women associations to

organize the 8th All-Africa Trade Fair and other business events of the African

Economic Community.

• AFWE and other women's business associations in Africa should build alliances

to strengthen partnership with international NGOs sharing common objectives

such as WIDE (EUNGO).

• AFWE should invite all intergovernmental organizations, NGOs and bilateral

donors to provide technical and financial assistance for the implementation of the

various programmes indicated above.
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Sub-theme:

Chairperson:

Rapporteur:

Panellists:

Technology and South-South and North-South Co-operation:

The Influence on the Activities of Women Entrepreneurs.

Ms. Joyce Banda, Malawi

Ms. Ndeye Marianne Thioye, Senegal

Ms. Chuma Mkandawire, ILO

o Productivity, Competitiveness and the International

Small Enterprise Programme (ISEP) of ILO.

Mr. Dawit Isayas, ECAIDISD

o ICT, Women and Entrepreneurship

In her presentation Ms. Chuma explained the key factors that ensure productivity and

competitiveness in any business venture. The six capability areas for achieving

competitiveness (quality, customer services, flexibility, technology leadership, price and

cost leadership and global readiness) were sufficiently covered. In this connection, the

International Small Enterprise Program (ISEP) of the ILO with levels and areas of

intervention was discussed. The levels and areas of intervention included business

environment (macro), service delivery capacity (meso), business development services

(micro), access to financial services (micro) and improving job quality (micro).

The presentation made by Mr. Dawit Isayas of the ECA, introduced the concept of

information, and communication technologies (LC'T) as an increasingly popular media for

global communication and the sharing of information resources and ideas. Key areas of

improvement for entrepreneurs with the use of ICT were pointed out as communication for

competitiveness, efficient use of information for the promotion of management and

organization, education and training for acquiring new skills and approaches for solving

problems and empowerment to become a dynamic player in the information age of the 21sr

century.
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On Productivity. Competitiveness and the International Small

Enterprise Programme (lSEP) of ILO

In order to ensure productivity, competitiveness and to create opportunities for many

people to enter the labour market the following recommendations were drawn:

• Enterprise managers should ensure:

• availability of good technology and systems

• good quality management and leadership

• promotion of alliance building

• development of effective marketing strategy

• investment in human resources development

• Request the ILO to continue its programmes for the promotion of SMEs through:

• Business and management training

• Skills training

• Credit provision for business start-ups

• Business management and skills counselling and

• Marketing for small enterprise products.

• Further request the ILO to redouble its effort in order to relocate the following training

packages:

SrYB, ISEP, etc.

On rCT and Women Entrepreneurship

After the discussions, the workshop on information technology and entrepreneurship,

and after taking note of the efficiency, cost effectiveness of the ICT the Forum

recommended the following at the level of AFWE.



• AFWE members should seriously consider and invest in,ICT, '

• AFWE should create community-based literacy programmes for its members

• AFWE should develop computer literacy programmes for its members

• AFWE should create a we-site on the INTERi\iET for marketing the products of its

members

• AFWE members should encourage the use of cheap packages like the Netphone and

Netchat

•

Sub-theme:

Chairperson:

Rapporteur:

Panellists:

Success Stories on the Development of South-South Co-operation

Ms. J. Oueclraogo,Director, ACW, ECA

Ms. Monica Evans Quayon, Ghana

Ms. Gisele Yitamben, Cameroon

Ms. Ichoya, COMESA

W/o Achamyelesh Ashenafi, Ethiopia

Ms. Esther A. Nyamalor, Ghana

The main purpose of the presentation by the panellists was to share the experience of

the study tour for Women Managers in Food Processing to Asia - India/Sri Lanka that took

place between 4 -25 June 1998 as a follow-up to the First Global Women Entrepreneurs

Trade Fair and Investment Forum (June-July 1996); and the Asia-Africa Forum on

Economic Empowerment of Women held in Bangkok (July 1998).

The study tour programme was organized by ACWIECA and financed by UNDP.

On the whole, 17 African countries were represented. participants of the study tour were

managers of food processing units and members of technological institutions that provide

training to entrepreneurs engaged in the area of food processing.

The objective of the study tour was to find ways of building the technological and

business capacities of African women entrepreneurs and to encourage the sharing of

technical know-how on the use of low and improved technology so as to establish a network

at sub-regional and regional levels.
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Recommendations , '

The major and important recommendations that came out from the presentations and

discussions are the following:

At the National Level

• African countries should be encouraged to procure technical know-how from relevant

institutions such as CFT, Indian Institute of Packaging and National Diary Research

Institute.

Technical co-operation arrangements should be established and expanded between

African countries and counterparts in Asia - India and Sri Lanka.

African governments should subsidize the operations of women entrepreneurs III

particular in the acquisition of specific and adaptable technologies such as machinery

and equipment under hire-purchase schemes and turnkey agreements.

• Each African country should establish at least one business incubator in food processing'

or garment and textile design targeted at young and new entrepreneurs.

• Competent African regional organizations such as Gratis Project of the African

Regional Centre for Technology and others including national ones should work closely

with AFWE and ECAIACW.

• African Research Institutions as well as other institutions of higher learning are urged to

commercialize technologies that have been developed and have not been marketed.

At the level of AFWE

• AFWE should organize a Seminar on Food Processing Sector - The Asian Experience

• AFWE members should develop the culture of diversifying their trades

• AFWE should promote and continue collaboration with the visited enterprises,

organizations and institutions, and their African counterparts.

•
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PlenarVSession VI

Sub-theme:

Chairperson:

Rapporteur:

Paper Presenter:

Changes in Political Systems and their Influence on Local and

Foreign Investors.

Ms. Ida Wanendeya, Uganda

Mme. Tanton Kebe, Mali

Mr. Howard A. Wallack, Senior Programme Officer, CIPE

o The "Twelve Commandments" oflnternational Investments.

The "Twelve Commandments" of international investments and what women's

business organizations can do to achieve them were the main points of the presentation.

Before going into the details of the commandments, the definition, perspectives and source

trends of foreign direct investment were dealt with. It was also pointed out that of the 29

major emerging market economies identified by IMF, 5 are African countries of which only

I (South Africa) is from Sub-Saharan region.

With this perspective, what do companies and investors desire were explained within

the framework of the 12 commandments listed below:

I.

2.

,
j.

4.

" 5.
I

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

II.

12.

Stable, predictable macroeconomic policy: Confidence

Effective and honest government: Integrity

A large and growing market: The size and potential for growth

Freedom of activity in the market: Competition

Minimal government regulation: Less bureaucracy/Safe guard

Property rights protection

Reliable "Infrastructure"

Availability of high-quality factors of production

A strong local currency

Ability to remit profits, dividends and interest

Freedom to operate between markets: Maximizing the global efficiency of the firm

Favourable tax climate

•
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The following recommendations to be addressed at the level of AFWE in

collaboration with governments were made:

•

•

•
•

1-
•

•

AFWE members should work closely with governments, which are key players in the

process of foreign direct investments.

AFWE should work closely with other business organizations to approach governments

so that their collective voice could be well heard by policy-makers.

AFWE should look elsewhere for lessons on Foreign Direct Investment.

:

• AFWE should be given chances in policy formulation exercises

•
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Sub-theme:

Chairperson:

Rapporteur:

Panellists:

Poverty and Economic Inefficiency

Ms. Patricia Agdakwu

Ms. Nkubana Janet, Rwanda

Dr. Alemayehu, ILO

[J Micro-credit and Women Entrepreneurship

Ms. Esther Agbado Nyamalor, Ghana

[J The Role of Women in Efficient Use of Resources

Ms. Rarnatoulaye Sow, Guinea

o Women Entrepreneurs in Economic Decision-Making Structures

and Processes.

Mr. Alan Kyeremetsa. Director.Enterprise Africa

OEnterprise Africa: Promoting Enterprise Growth and Excellence.

The presentation by the panellists focused on issues of micro-credit and women

entrepreneurship in the efficient use of resources and in economic decision-making

processes.

During the discussion session emphasis was made on the role of women

entrepreneurs in the efficient use of resources so as to reduce the poverty rate in Africa. In

this connection, it was highly stressed that even with all the deprivations and constraints

that women face, in Africa almost 100% of the basis household stuffs are produced by

women. It thus followed that women could be relied upon to solve the problem of poverty if

the necessary enabling environment is created and if women are more involved in the

decision-making structures and processes.

The presentation by the Director of Enterprises Africa started with the objectives,

target beneficiaries, core activities, gender components and institutional arrangements of

Enterprise Africa. In addition to facilitating women's access to Enterprise Africa's regional

and national programmes at a 40% minimum quota, Enterprise Africa is consolidating its

women specific interventions with the Women Economic Empowerment Component of the

,
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UNDP Regional Gender Progranune. Accordingly, it was stated that one of the initial,-
interventions to be undertaken under this integrated arrangement is the institutional

strengthening of the African Federation of Women Entrepreneurs.

Rec()llinielldatlons

The most important recommendations that emanated from the discussion were access

to economic resources, credit and political power for the efficient use of resources by

women entrepreneurs in their effort to eradicated poverty.
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After four days of discussions and deliberations the participants of the Investment

Forum drew out the Addis Ababa Communique on Women Entrepreneurship in the 21st

Century Globalized Economy (See Appendix B).

The Communique called on national governments, national associations of women

entrepreneurs and women in business and international development agencies to pursue with

the following:

National Govemments

• Creation of conducive environment for investments

• Provision of appropriate financial services

• Access to technology and information

National Associations of Women Entrepreneurs and Women in Business

• Strengthening working relations with governments

• Networking and partnership

• Training and skill upgrading



International Development Agencies ",.

1
1

• Developing and strengthening the capacities of national associations

After the adoption of the Communique, a participant from the National Council of Negro

; Women Inc. USA, informed the Forum that the venue of the Third Global Women

Entrepreneurs Trade Fair and Investment Forum will be Washington, D.C., USA in the
...;
", year 2000..'

.
'r
t The Investment Forum was officially closed by Wlo Tadelech Haile Mikael,
1

Minister for Women's Affairs in the Prime Minister's Office of Ethiopia.

•.
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